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 This thesis describes the research and production processes of the lighting design 
for the play, The Legend of Georgia McBride by Matthew Lopez, performed in the 
Johnny Carson Theatre at the Lied Center for Performing Arts from October 2nd through 
October 13th, 2019. The play was directed by guest artist Steve Scott with scenic design 
by Marty Wolff, costumes by Rebecca Armstrong, sound design by Jeff O’Brien, 
technical direction provided by Austin Elledge, and master electrician Joshua Mullady.  
 This thesis contains the entire lighting process including the initial meetings, 
research, conceptualization, technical rehearsals, critical response, paperwork, and 
production photos.  
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Introduction 
 In the spring of 2019, my work on The Legend of Georgia McBride began when 
Laurel Shoemaker, my advisor, took a group of us graduate lighting students out to lunch 
to discuss the upcoming season for the Nebraska Repertory Theatre, during which she 
informed me of the production she was assigning me for my thesis. At the time, I had 
little information what the play entailed; all I knew was that I was hesitant about this 
unfamiliar production. I was surprised by the assigned production; I feared the show did 
not accord with what, I thought, was my strength as a lighting designer. My background 
had consisted primarily of designing musical theatre and concerts. I desired for an 
opportunity to use my experience, with the knowledge I had gained during graduate 
school, to design a musical for my thesis project. When I told production would be a 
straight play, there was initial disappointment. I would later find out the benefits of 
designing this particular show. In the end, I was able to use my background in musical 
theatre and concerts while designing this production that, come to find out, had many 
musical numbers. 
 After a day of time spent in disgruntlement and wonder, I began research on the 
play itself. The Legend of Georgia McBride, I discovered, is a relatively recent work (it 
premiered at the Denver Center for the Performing Arts in 2014) (Moore) and it is a 
comedy. After completing a superficial reading of the play and watching several trailer 
videos on YouTube, I decided that I might as well enjoy designing this production. Its 
lighthearted nature, compelling story, use of comedy to discuss serious topics, and a 
setting that was unfamiliar might provide me, I thought, a unique opportunity to design 
something new and different. 
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 The Legend of Georgia McBride by Matthew Lopez is a single act play about a 
young Elvis Presley impersonator who finds a new path of performance art by becoming 
a lip-synchronizing drag queen. The play begins with Casey, the young Elvis 
impersonator, performing at a failing dive bar named Cleo’s. After his less than stunning 
performance, he finds out his wife is pregnant, their landlord is about to evict them from 
their apartment, and Cleo’s owner is replacing him with drag queens. In an attempt to 
keep his source of income and prevent eviction, he starts bar tending at Cleo’s. During a 
performance, one of the drag queens, Anorexia Nervosa, also known as Rexy, becomes 
too inebriated to perform. This causes Eddie, the bar manager, to force Tracy, the main 
drag queen, to transform Casey into a drag persona called “Georgia McBride.” Casey 
begins to make a more than decent living at being a drag queen, but he decides to hide his 
work from his wife Jo. This process continues throughout the show until Jo comes by 
Cleo’s to see Casey behind the bar but instead discovers Georgia McBride onstage. Jo 
kicks Casey out of their tiny apartment because of his months of lies and deceit. After 
some confrontational conversations about life as a drag queen with Tracy and then Rexy, 
he decides to perform as Georgia McBride one last time, however he does not know that 
Jo is watching him from the audience. After the performance, Jo and Casey talk about 
why he hid his work from her, how he feels about performing in drag, and what to do 
next in their marriage. They decide to stay together and for Casey to continue performing 
as Georgia McBride. In a final scene of revelation that helps to tie up loose ends of the 
plot, Jo gives birth to twins. Meantime Cleo’s has become the biggest and most lucrative 
gay bar in the state of Florida. For the Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production, the 
show ended with a final number of reconciliations, “Born This Way” by Lady Gaga, 
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performed by Casey, Tracy, Rexy, Eddie, Jo and six other drag queens with a shower of 
confetti at the end. The audience left on a note of high energy of excitement, challenged 
by a somewhat elastic idea of what “family” is, and a realization that “drag is not for 
sissies.” (Lopez 57) 
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Chapter 1: Initial Production Meetings 
 The first production meeting began the process in setting a foundation for 
collaboration and creation. The creative team met with the director, Steve Scott1 to 
discuss their personal views of the story, their inspirations, and their desires for the 
production. Scott was available to meet with the team in person while he was in the 
process of conducting auditions for the show.  
 After introductions, the design team shared their individual takes on the script and 
research compilations. I found myself in a spot of complacency, borne of ignorance, since 
my initial research and ideas were lacking and limited. My concept was to start the show 
with muted tones illuminating the stage. Then throughout the show the colors were to 
become more vibrant to match the emerging sense of the improving situation, as Casey’s 
hitherto unknown talent as a drag queen began to emerge. I felt the lighting designer 
should wait for the scenic designer, Marty Wolff, to make choices about the color palette 
of the set before any firm decision about lighting could take place. My attitude was lazy 
and immature, I was putting forth minimal effort waiting for everyone else to work and 
then make my decisions.  
 The director began to tell snippets of his life story to the team, what this show 
meant to him, and about his production concept. Scott wanted this Midwest audience to 
enjoy the entertainment value contained within Georgia McBride, but also wanted to 
provide the audiences with a hard-hitting lesson that might make them contemplate their 
lives and views. Everyone on the design team accepted this idea as a challenge. 
 
1Steve Scott (1938- ) is a free-lance director and for the past three decades has served as associate 
producer of the Goodman Theatre in Chicago. 
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 It was discussed that the initial layout of the stage and seating was to create a 
large-scale cabaret style production. The set, with its many locations, would be together 
in a single area surrounded by tables and chairs. I realized that this design idea would 
create an “immersive” experience for the audience; its purpose was to evoke the sense of 
their being patrons in the dive bar of the script. The entire creative team seemed as if they 
concurred with this stylistic concept and the meeting was adjourned. After the first 
meeting and until rehearsals began, all correspondence with him to discuss the design 
ideas and choices took place through video calls and emails. 
 At the third design meeting the idea of the audience surrounding the stage 
changed drastically. Wolff had begun to rethink the design layout as a tennis court. The 
audience would be seated between the two scenic performance areas and was to turn from 
side to side to watch the performance areas as the play’s action progressed. The alley in 
the middle of the seated audience was to serve as a transition area for the characters to 
travel back and forth from one location to the other. The new layout of the audience 
required me to use almost double the amount of lighting equipment to light both sides of 
the theatre effectively, a challenge which will be addressed later in this paper. 
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Chapter 2: Creating the Final Concept 
 The first concept was a minimal effort that manifested minimal artistry. My lack 
of creative concept created a barrier in conversations about the show and in articulating a 
lighting concept for the production team. I later realized that this lack of concept can be a 
downfall in a production. When one individual is unwilling to collaborate, the 
overarching design begins to disintegrate. Creating a production concept does not just 
land on the director, scenic designer, and costume designer. Every person on the creative 
team must be fully invested and willing to participate in the conversation for any concept 
to take hold. It unfortunately took me too long before I was a collaborator with the 
creative team.  
 My drive for the show and any enthusiasm I had for it changed during the summer 
after my wife and I took a vacation to Kansas City, Missouri. While planning for our 
vacation we had heard from family members about a live music venue called 
Knuckleheads Saloon. At the saloon there were five different stages that could serve as 
performance spaces simultaneously. Those stages ranged from large indoor spaces to 
medium outdoor stages to smaller areas for intimate performances. We looked at the 
performance lineup and found an artist named Hannah Wicklund.2 The stage on which 
she was to perform on was the Carl Butler’s Gospel Lounge, the smallest space at 
Knuckleheads. This lounge ultimately afforded me a key inspiration for my design 
concept.  
 
2Hannah Wicklund (1998- ) is a native of South Carolina who began playing guitar at the age of eight. She 
is the lead guitarist for her band, The Steppin’ Stones, as well as its lead vocalist and songwriter. 
(Wicklund) 
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 We walked into the lounge and saw the bare wood floors, a mixture of brick and 
wood walls, and autographed photos of every performer who had appeared there. The 
further we went into the lounge I discovered the small rats’ nests of cables running along 
the beams of the ceiling going to random locations where equipment was or once had 
been. The equipment for this venue ranged from highest, up-to-date quality to the 
cheapest thing you could find on the market. On the back part of the stage there were 
multiple LED par cans, a parabolic aluminized reflector is a type of light widely used in 
commercial, residential, and entertainment lighting, creating a color wash (Figure A.4.) 
where the band was to stand. The longer I looked at the lights the more I began to 
discover that some of the lights half worked, some of the lights did not work at all, and 
then there were a few that functioned correctly. The venue had created makeshift rigging 
points; some were properly installed, others hung dangerous from rafters by their 
attached fraying electrical cords. This venue had aged, well-worn, dog-eared quality 
about it. One could imagine the scum balls, losers, and drunks who had people the place 
over the years – and yet it posses something attractive, an almost sentimental quality. 
 Throughout the evening I was taking photos and video of the concert and 
eventually had an outward smile and almost giddiness about me because I had found my 
inspiration for the show. I wanted the lights in The Legend of Georgia McBride to mimic 
what I was viewing in this Kansas City venue. Using over saturated color washes with 
minimal clear lighting to see the main figure onstage became an aesthetic postulate for 
me, as did equipment that malfunctioned during the performance. I walked away from 
this concert energized and excited to work on the production, but my next thought was to 
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how incorporate this low-budget quality to the bar. I still needed to decide how audiences 
would view backstage and the apartment. 
 Before I presented my new concept to the director, I needed to create a clear and 
concise route the design would take in the production. To help focus my thoughts and 
concept, I created a detailed scene breakdown. The scene breakdown allowed me to 
examine each of the scenes and ensure I retained a clear and consistent concept that 
supported and complemented what the director had in mind for the show’s plot 
development. 
 In previous meetings, the Scott had discussed a glimpse of inspiration he and 
Wolff had shared with each other. Theirs was the idea of making the inherent false 
identity Casey had forced himself to assume in effort to keep his marriage intact. It was 
an outward view of Casey, and it was to be a more prominent character in the production. 
I then began to think about a song that Hannah Wicklund had sung in Kansas City. Her 
song Shadow Boxes and Porcelain Faces jumped out and became the inspiration for how 
I wanted to design the entire show. In the song she talks about the false reality and the 
false faces that we, as a society, continually make in the presence of social media. The 
stories and portions of our lives we decide to show the world are a false version of who 
we truly are. That we try to disguise our faults and mistakes by putting ourselves in the 
shadow boxes. Within the frame of that shadow box is a porcelain face we project to the 
world, a face that claims everything is better than what it really is. Everything we do and 
the faces we project are just for show on social media. This song truly struck home with 
my views about how Casey conducts himself throughout the show.  
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 Then came a flash of inspiration when for some reason I logged on to Instagram. 
There I saw a severe use of filters to heighten reality, a similar placement of filters to do 
the opposite, namely to disguise what the outside world viewed in the photo. This view of 
what happens on Instagram me to strive for a heightened reality in which the action of 
this play takes place. I began to focus on the word “juxtaposition” and how to translate 
that idea into lighting. This juxtaposition in lighting would create brighter highlights and 
darker tones right next each other (creating more drastic contrasts on the set and actors). I 
also began to think about using various side lights and front light colors to distort or 
emphasize the actual colors on the set and the costumes. Throughout the show the 
juxtaposition in the singular locations and the continual bounce between locations would 
become more severe as the production proceeded on as the dramatic situations 
heightened. This increase in dramatic tension, I thought, might best contribute to altering 
the appearance and the different locations. I imagined one side as visually more attractive 
and appealing in comparison with the other. The plan might be to help motivate Casey 
towards the more appealing side in the bar. By the end of the show, however, the 
motivations might even out, as impeding fatherhood began to effect Casey. The 
appearance might begin to assume tones similar to those of the dressing room, since both 
began to feel like home to Casey. 
 After this explosion of inspiration, there came as sense of what I feared would be 
the hardest things to do, namely convince the director of the new route I wanted to take 
the design. I compiled one of the largest emails explaining my new concept with photos 
to help visually refer to what I wanted to do. I used a photo of my own dining room as the 
prime example of using filters and how the lighting and color could change the overall 
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appearance of the set, along with the visual pronunciation of emotion within the scenes. I 
discussed the different filters and their effects throughout the show; I then demonstrated 
the progression of lighting and color in the various locations on the set. My presentation 
to the director must have been effective, because he became just as excited as I was about 
the new concept. We both agreed that the lighting I had in mind accorded with the 
progression of the plot, which consisted of Casey’s gradual acceptance of himself as a 
drag performer, the dawning realization of himself as a father, and the assurance he 
received by his wife Jo (played by undergraduate Elaine Stueve). Yet even as I luxuriated 
in the approval of Steve Scott’s enthusiasm for the new lighting concept, I began to 
realize that a more daunting challenge awaited me, which was bringing that concept into 
reality through drafting. 
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Chapter 3: Drafting the Light Plot 
 After receiving the approval of the new concept from Scott, I began developing 
the light plot. The lighting plot is the lighting plan that informs the master electrician and 
the production electricians how the lighting instruments should hang with necessary 
details for a production. I generated the light plot using a computer-aided drafting 
program called Vectorworks 2019. The program allows a designer to interact with 
draftings which other members of the creative team have devised, which allowed the 
accurate placement of the lighting equipment and accessories in relation to the set within 
the theatre space.  
 The original deadline for the light plot was September 9th, 13 days before the hang 
and focus of the design. In discussions with the house electrician and master electrician, 
we decided it would benefit the production and facilitate learning in the educational 
environment if I finished the plot earlier than scheduled. Since the master electrician was 
new to the processes of the Nebraska Repertory Theatre, and had not worked on a 
production of this scale, an earlier date might allow for an easier transition for all 
personnel and, in the end, provide ease and efficiency for the entire crew. 
 Putting the first fixtures on the plot is always a hurdle designers must overcome in 
creating the design. Due to the prep work I had accomplished during my 
reconceptualization of the design, it was an easier endeavor to draft placement of the 
lighting instruments than it could have been. Lighting designers must plan for any 
potential situation that occurs during the technical and dress rehearsal process without 
having seen the show fully blocked. Every route a director could decide that an actor 
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take, the designer must anticipate. No designer wants to respond to a director’s request 
with a lack of preparation and an inability to complete the task. 
 I began breaking down the multiple locations of the set into lighting areas, namely 
the controllable areas that were points of focus for multiple lighting instruments that 
affect specific locations on the set. There were a total of 30 areas for acting purposes; six 
in the dressing room with a door special, three in the backstage hallway, four on the bar 
stage with one on the floor, two at the bar, four in the transition strip between the two 
sides of the theatre, seven in the apartment with a couch special, and one on the porch 
with a door special. (Figure C.2.) There were also 21 areas for audience seating, entrance, 
and egress purposes: 12 above the audience seating on both sides and nine wrapping 
around the entire bar side. (Figure C.3.) 
 To achieve the desired isolation and general wash in the dressing room acting 
locations, each area required illumination by its own face light and down light positions. 
For area light, I chose to adapt the McCandless method3 by using a pink (R05) and a blue 
(R60) light from the 45° front positions, adding in a third, lavender (R53) face light from 
directly in front, and a down light (L200). In the apartment I chose to use the same 
method by using an amber (R02) and a blue (R61) light from the 45° front positions, 
adding in a third, lavender (R54) face light from directly in front, and a down light (R08). 
In addition to the apartment areas, I plotted a side light system on both sides with LED 
color changing lighting instruments. These color changing instruments allowed for the 
filter effect on the scenes. The two locations also utilized specials to help emphasize 
 
3Method of lighting an acting area that utilizes two front light instruments, one emitting warm light and 
the other emitting cool light, located 45° from the head height of an actor and 90° apart from each other. 
See A Method of Lighting the Stage (1932) in bibliography for a more in-depth description. 
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certain moments in the locations. In the apartment, I plotted a couch special, assuming as 
to where one of the more emotional moments in the apartment would occur. Then in the 
dressing room there was a special for the doorway; assisting in an addition of a punch of 
intensity for all the entrances and exits through the door. 
 With the two major locations plotted, I proceeded to plot the stage for the bar; this 
was comprised of multiple systems. Straight front face light was comprised of two 
identical systems of red, green, blue, and no color: with an additional no color on the two 
45° front positions. The stage was to have two side lights attached on either side of the 
stage: all being LED color changing lighting instruments. In addition to decking out the 
stage wall in lighting instruments (Figure D.8.) there were six LED color changing light 
bars and four Par 64 lights used for lighting chase effects. The bar itself was simpler, a 
single front face light to illuminate any potential bits that could be added. On the opposite 
side of the theatre, the porch was lit by two front face lights; one focused at the porch and 
the other focused at the step in-front of the porch, plus two down lights focused similarly 
to the front lights. The audience areas were comprised of nine LED wash instruments to 
create a general ambiance during the show. 
 In locations such as the dressing room, the stage, transition lane, and audience a 
variety of gobo patterns would be used. The dressing room was to have a blob-like 
pattern (Figure B.1.) to assist in giving a sense of fragmented light and dirtiness. The 
stage’s pattern had a sense of brokenness and loss of structure (Figure B.2.) to distort the 
view of Casey’s world. The transition lane and the audience used an ornate gobo (Figure 
B.3.), because upon experimentation, this pattern distorted its shape at lower intensities 
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and then became crisper and more ornate when the intensity was higher, allowing for the 
appearance of two patterns in one.  
 During conversation with Wolff about the vision of the individual locations a 
beautiful collaboration blossomed. To help the audience have a sense of direction in 
focusing their views from one scene location to another, we decided to use practical light 
installations in each of the locations. These practicals were the first lights to come on 
during a transition scene to tell the audience where to place their focus and gave a 
stronger sense of the reality we were creating. 
Toward the end, I added the non-conventional LED moving lights. Since I wanted 
to use these lights primarily at the end of the show - when the bar gets a large upgrade in 
equipment before the finale, I plotted the 16 lights evenly around the theatre. These lights 
were also to be used to fill in any dark spots that might come up after focus or be used to 
help exaggerate a moment. It was the plan from the beginning that the moving lights 
would be used in a minimalistic manner so the finale would have a more pronounced 
moment. 
 After all the major lights were plotted, then came the discussion over the use of 
spotlights. Nebraska Repertory Theatre artistic director Andy Park suggested manned 
follow-spotlights be used for the bar’s musical numbers. After reconceptualizing the 
show, the use of spotlights remained problematic in my conception of the bar space. I felt 
they did not match the aesthetic that creative team had in mind and created logistical 
challenges. To facilitate the use of the follow-spotlights, Wolff had to create towers on 
the sides of the apartment and porch, thus creating two large eyesores from the 
audiences’ perspective. The follow-spotlight operators would also be seen by the 
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audience at all times and the follow-spotlights would create an oblong light ring around 
the actors due to the obscurer angle they would be placed. 
 After talking with Scott and Wolff, we decided there would be no use of manned 
follow-spotlights. I decided spotlight effects could be achieved with the use of other 
lighting equipment that was already plotted. This decision came down to a logistics and 
artistic situation, because it allowed the set to expand, gave more walking room for the 
actors backstage, and allowed me to have full control of the appearance of the actors 
during the musical numbers. 
 The next step in the process was to determine how I wanted to channel each 
instrument. For this production I was required to use the GrandMA2 Ultralite lighting 
console. This console prefers the use of groups, which are a customizable selection of 
lighting instruments, for calling the channels during the cueing process. Due to the many 
potential routes available in channeling and grouping, I chose to channel in a logical way, 
which helped me more easily to memorize my lighting patterns. For each main location I 
assigned a section of channel numbers: porch (1-100), apartment (101-200), dressing 
room (201-300), stage and bar (301-400), transition strip and audience (400-500), and 
moving fixtures (501-600). I split each section into smaller congregations of according to 
group lighting angles. During this process, I synchronized Vectorworks with a program 
called Lightwright, a software that manages theatrical lighting data and paperwork. Using 
this program assists in maintaining continuity between paperwork and plot, generating all 
necessary paperwork to assist the master electrician in deciphering the design. 
 Upon completion of the light plot (Figure C.1.), the house electrician Kathleen 
Turner alerted me to a potential complication in the design. During the summer, the head 
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of the design and technology area for the Johnny Carson School of Theatre and Film, 
Laurel Shoemaker, procured a large amount of new LED equipment. This new lighting 
equipment replaced many of the conventional lighting units in the JCSTF inventory and 
thus a large majority of it would be incorporated into the design. However, this new 
equipment needed a source of power that was unavailable in the Lied Center’s Carson 
Theatre. While negotiations with the Lied Center to install the necessary power for the 
new equipment began during the spring it was not until two weeks before the load-in that 
we received word the installation had taken place, however it was not fully completed. 
These insights filled me with uncertainty, however I could not let these emotions divert 
me from the fact that a show was going to happen no matter the complications involved. 
In conversation with Turner, I decided it would be best to have a backup design created 
for a worst-case scenario in which the new equipment could not be used. For the next few 
days, I created a similar plot, but I replaced the new equipment with the older equipment 
that did not need the problematic power. This procedure pushed me to make final 
decisions on color choices in the dressing room, stage, and bar. To allow myself a similar 
availability for color choices on the stage, I plotted Apollo Smart Color Scrollers, which 
are accessories that attach at the end of a conventional lighting instrument and provide up 
to eighteen predetermined gel colors. The new design was completed in two days; that 
space of time allowed the master electrician, Joshua Mullady, enough time to regenerate 
necessary paperwork in the case the needed power did not finish getting installed. After 
conversations between production management and the Lied Center, the needed power 
was made accessible in the Carson Theatre less than 24 hours before load-in and my 
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secondary plot was not needed but was still available if something occurred during the 
hang process which might prevent us from proceeding with the primary design.  
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Chapter 4: Hang and Focus 
 Designing in an educational setting can be a challenging yet rewarding position to 
be in while growing as a young professional. The Carson School setting requires us, as 
designers, to function from time to time as staff electricians who hang and focus 
instruments on a day or days set aside for the task. This blurring of the lines can create 
difficult circumstances whereby one moment one is following instructions to hang an 
instrument properly and the next moment one must make a design change on the fly. 
However this split identity also requires one to strive for a productive relationship with 
the lighting crew and gain knowledge about what the crew goes through during this 
process.  
 In the Carson Theater, a designer has permission to hang lights in almost any 
position or location by virtue of the grid system’s design, yet the grid system’s 
requirements of weight distribution (one of its major design flaws) forces any designer to 
make changes not according to aesthetic purpose but according to demands motor pick-
point distribution. The grid is comprised of four main electric raceways spanning across 
the horizontal access of the Carson Theater. Those raceways connect to one another by 
means of hanging positions extending across the opposite direction. This architecture 
allows a designer to create many electric junctures but it also creates one large electric 
hanging position which must be hoisted into the air. While this lift is achieved by four, 
two-ton motors, this daunting task of a successful lift lands on the shoulders of the master 
electrician. 
 A successful hang for a design depends on the master electrician. That individual 
oversees the crew, the planning, and the execution of tasks the crew must accomplish. 
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The Carson Theater is known for creating many difficulties for power consumption, 
weight distribution, cable paths, and difficulty of access for electricians. Mullady found 
himself in a particularly difficult situation as this occasion was his first time in the post of 
master electrician. He moreover had to confront working in the Carson space for the first 
time during his first semester of graduate school with equipment being used for the first 
time. There was a great deal of worry going into the hang and focus operation, however 
despite another setback with the theatre’s power the crew was able to hang and cable the 
plot with time to spare in the ten-hour work call that day. 
  During the work call, we were informed by Lied maintenance personnel of a 
potential problem with the newly provided power. There was an unknown amount of 
voltage being supplied which prevented any of the new equipment to be plugged into it 
that day. They were also unsure as to when the power would be checked and possibly 
corrected for the needs of the equipment. This news caused a large amount of worry and 
confusion for the master electrician and I as to when the equipment could be used. 
 If a crew can hang equipment with time to spare, then the normal practice within 
the Johnny Carson School is to conduct a rough focus before the main instrument 
focusing begins. While Mullady was attempting to rectify the unfortunate power 
situation, programmer Adam Zastrow attempted to assist me in the rough focus process. 
This rough focus was the most difficult and aggravating of endeavors as I wanted to 
begin focusing the lights in the dressing room area of the theater, but unfortunately, most 
of the lights in this part of the stage were fixtures whose power was supplied by the new 
installation. It seemed as if any light I wanted to focus or area to which I wanted to turn 
my attention would prove problematic due to the power situation. After conversing with 
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Zastrow, and while I struggled to maintain my professional composure, we decided to 
turn my focus toward the conventional units. All efforts turned towards the apartment 
unit since most of the lighting instruments were designed using conventionals. Once this 
area was completed, I decided to end the day early so as to not further frustrations. 
 A few days later, after the set was loaded into the space and Lied maintenance had 
confirmed the safety of the power, I could continue focusing the lights. It is desirable for 
a designer to spend about one minute to focus a lighting instrument. This kind of time 
allotment creates a deadline which keeps the designer focused on the tasks at hand. When 
the crew and I hit our rhythm of working together, the time to focus a light averaged 
thirty-five seconds. This remarkable speed was a result of my planning ahead for each 
light before I went into focus call, as well as the result of a great crew working with me.  
 During focus, I tried to keep focused on my plan, but I also tried to remain 
patient. This human quality entails talking with the crew, addressing them by name, and 
not taking myself too seriously. Looking back, I prided myself in my efforts to keep an 
uplifting environment. I knew there were going to be problems, or something was going 
to look horrible, but remembering to stay calm and laugh off some dilemmas became 
significant. There were multiple times when a light would require focusing, and the 
process did not start out well. In an effort to lighten the work atmosphere I joked about 
my bad decisions or told a quick story about how it reminded me of a crazy girlfriend. 
These moments helped the crew know that I am human while allowing the crew to make 
their adjustments without feeling overly rushed. This connection with the crew reassured 
them that I would be patient with them, I wanted to have fun, and I trusted them. These 
simple human qualities and efforts made the difference. In the eight-hour work call for 
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focus, we completed focusing the 145 instruments in less than four hours. The 
preplanning and effective work of the crew allotted me an extra three hours in cueing 
time.  
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Chapter 5: Creating the Initial Cues 
 Before creating the initial cues for the show, I took time planning every cue. 
Some designers can go into cueing with little or no plan, but I prefer to have a detailed 
list prepared to execute necessary tasks. Using the scene analysis, the lighting plot, and 
notes from the designer rehearsal, I was able to decide what general looks and special 
moments I wanted to create. 
 After creating the plan for the cues, I met Zastrow to begin the process of pre-
programming certain items for the show. This pre-programming session allowed the 
programmer and me to build a line of communication about my wants, needs, and desires 
for the production. Basing my decisions on my notes and “magic sheet” (see Figure C.4.), 
we programmed the potential color options I wanted, assigned the groups that resembled 
the magic sheet, and Zastrow created a layout of the plot (Figure C.1.) in the console to 
assist in finding specific lights during our cueing sessions. 
 The cueing process began after the focus was complete. We power on all the 
lights and everything seemed ready for the process to begin. This cueing process was 
intended to create base cues that I could, if need be, alter later during the technical 
rehearsals. Using these base cues I was able to copy and paste looks throughout the show 
file and speed up the cueing process. Due to my detailed plans and pre-programming 
along with Zastrow’s proficiency in programing on this console, we were able to have 
every cue in the console before going into the first technical rehearsal. 
 During the cueing process we noticed the colors we created while 
preprogramming did not match one to another. We found the problem was caused by 
using different equipment from multiple manufacturers. The colors cyan, magenta, and 
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yellow are used in the moving lights, while the colors red, green, blue, cyan, amber, 
violet, and white are used in the LED static lights. The discrepancies in color control 
caused drastic differences in the appearance of the colors on the set. As a result, I had to 
engage in a four-hour re-match of every color I had selected for use in the show. This was 
a hassle, but in the end it allowed us to ensure a chromatic continuity in the lighting 
design. 
 Since we had enough time to fine tune the individual cues, I focused on small 
details that made a difference in the visual scheme of the show. As was discussed earlier 
in this thesis, the play’s action requires frequent transfers back and forth between the 
bar/dressing room and the apartment. Since it was important to find a way to smooth out 
those transitions, it was decided the best approach was to use the practical lighting 
fixtures in each of the locations to draw focus. Additionally, the practicals were of a 
bright enough intensity in the darkness of a transition to allow for ease on the eyes when 
the primary lighting came up seconds later. The use of selective visibility also applied a 
necessary sense of distraction because I wanted to make sure the audience was not 
focusing on scenic and prop transitions occurring on opposite sides of the theatre. 
 Another detail I wanted to polish was in the bar performance scenes. A small yet 
significant detail that helped enhance the bar’s environment was the malfunctioning 
practical lighting equipment, an idea which I previously noted came from my viewing of 
the show in Kansas City six months earlier. A designer never wants to see the lighting 
equipment malfunction during a show, but this kind of malfunction was to help 
emphasize the poor quality of the bar. This idea prompted Zastrow and me to design 
malfunctions, lights flickering at random moments, blue LEDs going out in a single light, 
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or red LEDs always being on at a low intensity in a light. These malfunctions had to be 
notated and tracked throughout the show to ensure continuity. Although such details 
many not have been consciously noted by audience members but they add to the bar’s 
atmosphere.  
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Chapter 6: The Technical and Dress Rehearsals 
 After all the prep work had been completed, the final step was to begin the 
technical rehearsals. There were only two days of technical rehearsals scheduled which 
started just three days before we had an audience. We spent the first day reviewing most 
of the cues in the show and attempting to execute them in time during the rehearsal. A 
significant portion of these two days required the costume crew to get a sense of time 
constraints for the, sometimes very quick, costume changes. Due to the multiple 
opportunities throughout the rehearsals to pause and re-work costume changes, I had time 
to work on cue notes, talk with the director about his views, and experiment with the 
lighting. 
 While spending a large portion of the rehearsals tweaking each of the cues, we 
came across a moment in the show I wish now I had fought to keep. The director had 
blocked a scene with Casey and Jo on opposite sides of the theatre during Casey’s pivotal 
song. By the end of the song, Jo was supposed to be on the same side as Casey in the 
dressing room. Since we had ran through the moment multiple times I was able to design 
a heart-wrenching moment, one which I felt was one of the best moments in the show as 
there was a balance of intensity and color that helped propel the emotions further. Scott 
decided to cut this moment before the first preview; Jo instead waited backstage of the 
dressing room and came in as soon as the song was over. The student actress playing Jo 
(Elain Stueve) had difficulties getting from one side of the theatre to the other in enough 
time and not be winded by the time she got on stage. I decided to not question the 
director on his choice however, I wish I had pushed for this moment. I understand why 
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we altered the sequence, but I feel that we lost a strong point in the show for Casey and 
Jo; I believe another option could have been explored to facilitate keeping the moment.  
 During the technical rehearsals, I encountered multiple challenges. During both of 
the technical rehearsals Scott had a primary focus on costume changes, acting, and 
blocking. Although most of his comments to me consisted of his assurances that he liked 
what I was doing, I knew the design could be better and I wanted his opinion. During the 
last technical rehearsal I decided it would be best for me to look at my design from 
another location in the room to gain a different perspective of the design while I waited 
for the opportune time to talk with Scott. It was at this point when another challenge 
arose as this was when Shoemaker attended a rehearsal and advised me to change some 
of the cues. The suggested changes were towards certain choices the director and I had 
made early in the process and were both pleased with, however it was suggested by 
Shoemaker to make changes that were in line with a more traditional way of lighting the 
space. This was a difficult position to be in: do I listen to my advisor or the director? At 
first, I decided to keep the cues since they were what the director and I wanted. The 
following day I relented to the pressure and made the suggested changes. The next 
rehearsal occurred on Tuesday and Scott noticed the difference, was not pleased with the 
change, but did not make any direct comments to me. The cue could have been enhanced, 
but a lack of guidance and judgement prevented adjustments from being made. 
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Chapter 7: Previews and Opening Night 
 The Nebraska Repertory Theatre works under an Actors’ Equity Association 
contract, and as such one day off a week is required for the actors. This day off came the 
Monday after our two technical rehearsal days which allowed scenic, props, sound, and 
lighting ample uninterrupted time to work on notes and fine tune their areas in the space 
before going into previews. When working on cue notes, lighting designers prefer to have 
the actors in the space because it allows the designer to have a more accurate balance of 
lighting intensity and color on the skin tones and costumes. In the end, lighting designers 
must work with what they are given and since our note time was on Monday, I created a 
plan with the other departments working in the space that detailed when who would be 
using which side of the set at a given time. This allowed me to have individuals in the 
lighting cues to help me get a better sense of the cue adjustments. 
 During the adjustment periods in the days to follow three large changes would 
occur: a complete overhaul to all the apartment scenes, the intimate solo of Casey playing 
the guitar, and finale of the show. In conversation with Scott, we agreed that the 
apartment was too bright, too white, and had no depth. The complications were creating 
harsh looking cues; resulting in the audience wanting to look away from the scene to 
alleviate eye strain. All the apartment cues were deleted and reworked. Due to one of the 
actresses in the show being pale in complexion; I redesigned the cues in the apartment by 
using a large white cloth. This cloth created something like her skin tone, allowing me to 
have a better balance of color and intensity. 
 The intimate solo of Casey was the next spot that needed to be reworked as it did 
not have the emotional punch that the scene needed. This song was the turning point for 
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Casey, determining whether he would continue to be a drag queen. This meant finding a 
way to bring the audience in so as to enhance the emotions and the director suggested I 
find a way to close the light around Casey creating a stronger look of isolation. Due to the 
lights I was using during the song, I had to get creative. I decided that I had to deviated 
from not wanting to use any moving lights until the finale. Zastrow and I worked for at 
least an hour every day until opening attempting to perfect this cue sequence. We finally 
nailed the sequence by slowly crossfading between the conventional and moving lights 
while also using the zoom function and the iris in the moving light to reduce the size of 
the beam slowly making it as small as possible by the end of song. When the director saw 
this in the timing of the number, he was extremely happy with this choice. 
 The finale of the show was the final piece that needed reworking. The cues were 
not cohesive to the rest of the show’s design and did not possess the excitement and 
celebration of one’s self that the director was looking for in the finale. Redesigning the 
finale was a daunting task and took until opening to perfect. During one of the cueing 
sessions, I was frustrated with the then current iteration and needed a break after working 
on this sequence for two days straight. I looked at Zastrow, told him I needed a break, 
and if he wanted to experiment and play around with the lights he could. I returned to the 
room and was astonished by his creation. As I was standing there admiring his work, I 
told him to save what he was working on because we were now using it in the finale. This 
was one of the best decisions I made and it opened a stronger line of trust and 
collaboration between Zastrow and I. We continued working on the finale, taking any 
idea he had ultimately producing a final cue sequence that was seventy-five percent of 
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Zastrow’s ideas and twenty-five percent mine. This was the finale the director and I had 
been wanting. Thankfully, all the changes and goals were achieved by opening night. 
 The audience’s reception of The Legend of Georgia McBride is best revealed by 
Christine Swerczek’s review from Broadway World – Nebraska: 
  “Director Steve Scott has produced an enjoyable show with many fine 
 aspects working together tightly. Quick changes to Rebecca Armstrong’s splendid 
 costumes are managed without wardrobe malfunctions. Lighting (Bryce Bassett) 
 and Sound (Jeff O’Brien) are effective. The traveling back and forth of the actors 
 between sets works great. It is a show build of pieces that form a nice whole.” 
 (Swerczek) 
This review goes on to praise the work of the entire creative team and acting leads of the 
show. A wonderful collaboration was able to occur with this show because all individuals 
put their hearts and minds towards creating a beautiful product. 
 At the opening night party, the director took me aside and told me if I were ever 
in Chicago, to give him a call. This is the remark all artists long to hear as it 
acknowledges they did a good enough job with their work to create a connection with 
another individual in the industry. It is a gratifying moment when patrons seek you out to 
congratulate you on a job well done.  
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Chapter 8: Response 
 I think the moment an individual becomes satisfied and at ease with their work is 
the moment they begin to fall as a creative individual. A designer must look at their work 
as a critic, an audience member, and a novice. The designer must be realistic with the 
outcomes and while holding onto the journey in pursuit of the result, which they must 
look at with a grain of salt. While working on my thesis, I purchased a book by Robert 
Iger, Chairman and recent CEO of the Walt Disney Company. In his book, The Ride of a 
Lifetime, Iger talks about leadership and in one of the chapters, he discusses the topic of 
dealing with challenges and the future. A quote by him has gripped me as I look back on 
the show, “You cannot win on the defensive; it's only about the future, it's not about the 
past.” (Iger 99) I could look at the entire show process and fixate on the things that went 
awry or I can focus on what can come because of the things I had learned during the 
show. 
 My involvement in this show led me to a new perspective on designing 
professional theatre. The proficiency of the crew, the collaboration and professionalism 
from the creative team, and the dedication by all involved in this show led to a refreshing 
endeavor in theatrical design. I think Iger said it best, “The great is often a collection of 
very small things.” (Iger 82) The show turned out to be a beautiful creation, because of 
the drive and dedication put into it by everyone involved. Even though I initially had 
reservations working on the production, I have gained a great deal of knowledge and 
experience because of the connections I made with the show and individuals involved. I 
now recognize my downfalls that occurred throughout this experience, but through this 
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self-reflection, I am aware of the things I need to work on and am excited to use these 
skills to help further my future. 
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Appendix A: Research 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.1. A lower middle-class apartment. (Edlets) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure A.2. A higher middle-class apartment design. (Vitale) 
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Figure A.3. A dive bar located on the eastern coast. (Trail) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.4. A performance in the Kansas City bar Knuckleheads Saloon. (Bassett) 
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Figure A.5. A commercial refrigerator at a restaurant. (Limited) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.6. A dressing room at a theatre. (Ageddes) 
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Figure A.7. A performance at a drag bar. (Guerra) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.8. The lighting layout at a high-end night club. (Pentahotel) 
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Appendix B: Resources 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.1. Rosco Gobo R77805 Leaf Breakup (Rosco) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.2. Rosco Gobo R79100 Closeup Bar (Rosco) 
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Figure B.3. Rosco Gobo R78402 Dream Grill (Rosco) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.4. Rosco Gobo G823 El Gato the Cat (Rosco) 
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Figure B.5. Martin Mac Quantum Profile stationary gobo wheel (Martin) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.6. Martin Mac Quantum Profile rotating gobos (Martin) 
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Appendix C: Production Paperwork 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure C.1. Final Light Plot 
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Figure C. 2. Acting Areas  
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Figure C. 3. Audience Areas   
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Figure C.4. Magic Sheet 
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Figure C.5. Cue Sheet 
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Figure C.6. Channel Hookup 
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Figure C.7. Instrument Schedule 
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Appendix D: Production Photos 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure D.1. Casey’s first Elvis impersonation. (Mohling) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure D.2. Casey and Jo’s argument overpaying for pizza. (Mohling) 
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Figure D.3. Tracy and Rexy’s first look at the bar’s dressing room. (Mohling) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure D.4. Casey’s first attempt at performing in drag. (Mohling)  
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Figure D.5. Casey final achieves at performing in drag. (Mohling) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure D.6. Casey performing as his drag persona of Georgia McBride. (Mohling)  
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Figure D.7. Casey sitting on Bobby’s porch asking for advice. (Mohling) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure D.8. Casey performing for potentially the last time ever. (Mohling)  
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Figure D.9. Jo accepting Casey’s choice to perform in drag as a career. (Mohling) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure D.10. Grand Finale song performed by all the drag queens in the bar. (Mohling) 
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